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The B rave O nes
by Robert Sam Lackey
When the arrow-pointed lies passed through
The children,
One by one,
Headed for the deep core of her heart,
To stun
She raised a shield of Glass,
Not one of Steel.
Because she knew the truth about her life,
And took this fragile path
For all to see,
Now,
Who she truly was!
Her shield then turned the light both ways,
Away from lies or self defense—
Just squarely on the truth.
But think about the risk!
For, now who knows how long the glass will
Hold,
And if it breaks, what weapons will strike
Through?
Yet this is what the brave ones do.
Each day they stand there
In the doorway, strong, between another day
And death.
And do their best to never look away.
It's at that door, the brave ones see
All games must stop.
The shield of steel brings safer self defense,
But in the blindness, there along its edge,
There lies the path into a future lost,
In "balancing the score."
Where trading blows, or freedoms, even in a search for peace,
Just means,
More loss of time and life.
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The brave ones know the young
Must have a living guide,
Across this deep geography,
That is still forming both their Hearts and Minds
So they can follow one they love and trust,
Up through the clouds of Chemistry and Hooks
Designed to hold and hook each one
To "fit" in someone else's "proper place."
These young who cannot see
Into themselves with clarity,
Will need a strong and loving hand to show
The path beyond this damage and this loss.
And to a day far brighter than the glitter
And the hollow victories can bring.
They need, this time, to make their own true
Day
To grow.
The pioneers, the brave ones that stood there,
Strong in the sod house door, and would not
Look away,
Have saved us many times before.
And now are rising up again across the earth,
Amidst the wilderness of death disease,
Unbridled selfishness, pathology, and war.
Women in the door of death, that will not
Look away.
They know what it will take to raise a world
With resources, to heal and save.
Save what is now just taken blindly
From the land, the sea, the air,
By those paid well, to look the other way.

But now, the brave new pioneers are rising up
To step across the lines, that turn to trenches
When a dollar or a vote's at stake. Lines
Designed to disconnect the caring, trusting, and
The Truth itself. Like spider webs of cracks
Across the glass we see and listen to each other
Through . . .
Cracks that lack the will, to heal themselves,
But push out blindly, on until
A forest, mountain, river, species, Ocean, tribe
On tribe. Even the air itself, and We!
Will shatter and Collapse.
Only the brave ones always building HOMES!
Not kingdoms!
Homes the brave ones know, this time, must
Last!!! Can teach us all—to never look away.
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